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Abstract: We often read in the news that people and animals in remote areas have died as a result of electrical shock or 

in rural fields, as a result of interaction with damaged and dangling live power lines. Since the Delivery Company's 

safety circuitry is ineffective, the line remains live with broken wires. Wire break detection and a power supply 

breaking mechanism are defined in this modification to the current power distribution system. A circuit breaker with a 

shunt trip mechanism interrupts the supply and protects the system from damage due to overhead transmission line 

conductor breakage issues, resulting in electrical accidents. We use a variety of communication devices to keep track of 

the number of voltages that are transmitted from one segment to the next. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the control age and transmission cap have not been increased in proportion to the global power demand. 
Despite the fact that the production cap and power transmission lines should be upgraded, Regardless, limited vitality 

reserves, a deregulated power market, environmental restrictions, and the time and money needed to build new 

transmission technologies have prompted framework organizers to look for new ways to improve the power grid's 

execution. The majority of the time, distance relay-based security is used to secure the transmission system in the face 

of flaws. These long-distance transfers aim to find the source of the high impedance. Numerical relays were first used 

in the mid-1980s; these microchip-based transfers are highly adaptable and use a range of techniques, including 

counting. Due to the use of first request differential line conditions, the effect of off base impedance estimation has 

been reduced. The algorithm, which uses first order differential line conditions to estimate impedance, necessitates the 

use of a digital filter to eliminate key components, resulting in a delay in impedance estimation. The defensive relay 

now uses Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) for estimating impedance in relation to the basic component, thanks to the 

development of the shabby and fast chip. There is no automated device in place to detect power line breaks in the 

current phase. The best way to fix those issues is to search into them. The use of coordinated current phasor of a few 

branches is proposed in [1] as a technique for locating issues. to define and order defects in high-voltage transmission 

lines [2]. Combines wavelet shift with particular confidence deterioration and Shannon entropy to suggest a fault 

locating and ordering process [3]. Proposes a strategy that recognizes inward and outer responsibility for interconnected 

lines, based on synchronized phasor estimations with rapid correspondence and exchange GPS innovation [4]. To 

classify the blamed pieces, synchronized voltage-current phasors from the broad zone estimation system database and 

transfer options are used [5]-[6]. 

 

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN 

We are constantly tracking the power line disconnection due to any physical breakage in the cables in this device. The 

voltage sensor is used to calculate the power supply's input voltage. WSN is used to transmit the value from the station 

to the next segment. The voltage from the power station to the next segment is regulated by the driver circuit. The 

voltage level from the first section is passed on to the next section, which tests it the voltage from the first section's 

input voltage from the first section's input. If the voltage sensor in the second section detects a rapid shift, a signal is 

sent to the first section indicating that a rapid voltage change has occurred. There's also the strength. The voltage is 

guided to the third section if the second WSN section receives estimated voltage values from the first section. The 

voltage obtained by the second section is now transmitted to the third section via the driver circuit, as well as the 

voltage values received by the second section via WSN. The third section now tests the obtained voltage value. The 

third section now tests the obtained voltage value. If there is a transition, the third section's WSN sends a signal to the 

second section, signaling that a sudden change has occurred. The controller switches off the voltage from the second to 

the third segment based on this signal. When there is a voltage difference between two parts, the respective buzzers 

attached to the sections begin to sound an alarm to the public. The circuit statuses are shown on the LCD monitor. 
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Fig.1.1 Basic Block Diagram 

 

III. SIMULATION 

Embedded-systems architecture has long used high-level language programming. Embedded-systems architecture has 

long used high-level language programming. DSPs are often programmed in assembly language by programmers who 

are deeply acquainted with the processor architecture. Despite the drawbacks of assembly programming as opposed to 

high-level language programming, success is the driving force behind this activity. Embedded C was created to address 

the performance gap between Standard C and embedded hardware and software architecture. It adds primitives to the C 

language that are commonly provided by DSP processors and are needed by signal processing applications.  
Cooperation with embedded-application designers and DSP manufacturers was sought for the production of DSP-C by 

ACE (the company where three of us work). The Embedded C specification adds support for freestanding devices to 

the C programming language. Multiple address space functionality, user-defined named address spaces, and direct 

access to the processor and I/O registers are all features that embedded processors can take advantage. These 

characteristics are typical in small embedded processors used in most consumer goods. Fixed-point and saturated 

arithmetic, segmented memory spaces, and hardware I/O addressing are all new features in Embedded C. The overview 

we present here looks at the extensions from the perspective of language design, rather than from the perspective of 

programmers or processor architecture. 

 

IV. DATA ASSIMILATION AND RECORDED RESULTS 

The simulation results to be displayed in the Fig1.2 and Fig.1.3. The Fig.1.2 LCD connected to the microcontroller 

displays the performance indication. Any difference in the source voltage supplied to the voltage sensors is 

continuously sensed. The source voltage is varied in order for the controller to detect a voltage anomaly. In such a 

scenario, the Fig.1.2 shows the output in the LCD screen. Fig.1.3. Shows the data which is transmitted by the 

microcontroller to the peripherals attached to it. A WSN is a communication peripheral that is used in this application. 
A WSN is a communication peripheral that is used in this application. 
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Fig.1.2 Circuit Diagram 

 
Fig.1.3. Simulation window 
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Fig.1.4. Virtual terminal window 

 
 

V. CONCLUSION 

The system provides an effective method of preventing accidents caused by over-head cable falling on humans and 

animals. This also sends a signal to the Electricity Board (EB) and disables the outgoing voltage signals. 
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